Installation Instructions -8-10 Wire System
Electrical Distribution Assembly
The Electrical Distribution Assembly is mechanically
attached to the panel base or table. It serves to provide point
of attachment and electrical connection for duplex
receptacles, flexible panel connectors, and power entry
components.
1.

Access covers must be removed to allow
installation.
2. Mechanically attach the distribution assembly to the unit
using attachment means supplied with the panel
furniture system.

NOTE:Depending onthetypeofattachment means,itmaybe
most convenient to*attach the electrical distribution system
beforethefurnitureisassembled.
3.
All unused outlets must be capped for a UL 183
Manufactured Wiring Harness system.

Floor Power Entry
The Floor Power Entry is used to connect the electrical
distribution system to the building power network at a floor
level junction box or similar device.

NOTE: Never connect components while system is under
load.
1. Locate the appropriate connection point on the panel.
The access cover must be removed to allow installation.
2. Pass the conduit through the opening in the access cover so
the connector housing is inside the access cover next to the
connection point.
3. Position the Floor Power Entry in the mounting bracket and
slide it in toward the electrical distribution
assembly.
4. Be sure the parts are fully seated to assure proper
electrical connection and mechanical security.
5. Install attachment screws if screw type brackets are
being used.
6. Replace the access cover.
7. Connection to the building wiring must be done by a
qualified electrician according to national, state, and
local codes (see Warning Label). Refer to the wiring
schematic attached to the conduit or shown at the start of
each section.

Duplex Receptacle
The
Duplex
Receptacle
plugs
into
and
is
mechanically attached to the electrical distribution
assembly. The receptacle is internally arranged to connect to
the circuitry designated by the symbol on its face.
1. The access cover must be removed to allow
installation.
2. Select the correct receptacle for the circuit
desired at
that location.
3. Position the receptacle into the mounting bracket on
the electrical distribution assembly and slide it in
toward the electrical distribution assembly. Be sure
the parts are fully seated to assure proper electrical
connection and mechanical security.
4. Install the attachment screws if screw type brackets
are being used.
5. Re-install the access cover.

Ceiling Power Entry
The Ceiling Power Entry is used to connect the electrical
distribution system to the building power network at an
above ceiling level junction box or similar device. The
Ceiling Power Entry is installed by plugging directly into
an electrical distribution assembly. The procedure is
similar to jumper installation and the connection point is
the same.

NOTE: Never connect components while system is under
load.
1. Locate the appropriate connection point on the panel
or table. The access cover must be removed to allow
installation.
2. Feed the open end of the power entry assembly from
the bottom of the panel or table to the ceiling through
the power pole or other wire way provided with the
furniture system.
3. Position the power entry connector at the end of the
appropriate power distribution assembly and plug
them together. Be sure the parts are fully seated and
latched to assure proper electrical connection and
mechanical security.
4. Replace the access cover.
5. Connection to the building wiring must be done by a
qualified electrician according to national, state, and
local codes (see Warning Label). Refer to the wiring
schematic attached to the conduit or at the start of
each section.

Installation Instructions -8-10 Wire System
Jumper
The Jumper is utilized to electrically connect electrical distribution assemblies.

NOTE: Electrically connected panelsor tables must be
mechanically connected.
1. Complete all mechanical connections between units
prior to electrical connection.
2. Position the Jumper between appropriate electrical distribution assemblies. Orient the connectors and plug
them together. Be sure the parts are fully seated and
latched to assure proper electrical connection and mechanical security.

WARNING
Risk of fire or electric shock. Do not
electricallyconnect a distribution harness to
more that
one supply source.
Disconnect power before servicing.
Failure to do so may cause electrical
shock and/or personal injury.

Panel Connection Diagram

The 8-10 System Advantage

Mounting is identical

Receptacle cut outs are identical

1

Panel mounting is identical between
8 & 10 wire systems.

2

Receptacle panel cut-outs are identical
between 8 & 10 wire systems.

3

Physical size of all components are identical
between 8 & 10 wire systems & Shared and
Independent Neutral Keying.

